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	Owen Bishop introduces, through hands-on project work, the mechanics, electronics and programming involved in practical robot design-and-build. The use of the PIC microcontroller throughout provides a painless introduction to programming whilst harnessing the power of a highly popular microcontroller used by students and design engineers worldwide.

	

	This is a book for first-time robot builders, advanced builders wanting to know more about programming robots and students in Further and Higher Education tackling microcontroller-based practical work. They will all find this book a unique and exciting source of projects, ideas and techniques, to be combined into a wide range of fascinating robots.

	

	· Full step-by-step instructions for 5 complete self-build robots

	· Introduces key techniques in electronics, programming and construction - for robust robots that work first time

	· Illustrations, close-up photographs and a lively, readable text make this a fun and informative guide for novice and experienced robot builders
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Quantum Mechanics: A Simplified ApproachCRC Press, 2018

	
		Quantum mechanics is one of the most challenging subjects to learn. It is challenging because quantum phenomenon is counterintuitive, and the mathematics used to explain such a phenomenon is very abstract, and difficult to grasp. This textbook is an attempt to overcome these challenges. Every chapter presents quantum ideas step- by-...
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Beginning XML with DOM and Ajax: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
This books aims to provide a “one-stop shop” for developers who want to learn how to build Extensible Markup Language (XML) web applications. It explains XML and its role in the web development world. The book also introduces specific XML vocabularies and related XML recommendations.

I wrote the book for web developers at all...
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Java eLearning Kit For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	A complete book-and-online course package for learning Java!


	As a platform-independent, object-oriented programming language, Java helps developers write once and run anywhere. With this dynamic combination of a full-color printed book and a Dummies online interactive eLearning course, you'll find a wealth of information...
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ShaderX3: Advanced Rendering with DirectX and OpenGL (Shaderx Series)Charles River, 2004
Welcome to the latest volume of ShaderX! This all-new collection is packed with insightful new techniques, innovative approaches to common problems, and practical tools and tricks that will help you in all areas of shader programming. All of the articles evolved from the work and experiences of industry pros, and all of the sections were edited by...
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The MD Anderson Manual of Medical OncologyMcGraw-Hill, 2006

	A concise, up-to-date clinician's guide to cancer management -- from the leaders in the field


	A Doody's Core Title!


	The MD Anderson Cancer Center is ranked as the world's leading institution in cancer medicine. With publication of the MD Anderson Manual of Medical Oncology, the editorial...
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Data Broadcasting: Merging Digital Broadcasting with the Internet, Revised EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
An updated and revised edition of Data Broadcasting: The Technology and the Business, c1999. Features new sections on wireless communications, and explains how data broadcasting can solve traffic problems on the Internet. For executives and developers in the telecommunications, software, hardware and media industries. Softcover.       
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